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Title: OneScreen Wagons
Genre: Indie, Massively Multiplayer
Developer:
Anti-Ded GameDev
Publisher:
Anti-Ded GameDev
Release Date: 29 Dec, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP+

Processor: Dual Core AMD or Intel

Memory: 1024 MB RAM

Graphics: Integrated

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 650 MB available space

Sound Card: Integrated

English,French,German,Russian
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onescreen wagons

pretty good game. Multiplayer snakes with bonuses, colorful wagons, rocks, tunnels, swamps, people, team game and great fun
for all of the family.
Just two keys needed, left and right.

A great way to decide the winner of family arguements,

Play as a single player, against the computer or upto and including 8 players on one screen.

I recommend this game.. I am always on the lookout for bargain basement multiplayer games. This ticked the box so went ahead
and bought 2 copies, one for me, one for a friend. The game is ok, its just snake with obstacles, powerups and more going on on
the screen to distract you.

Plusses: Infinite respawn, adjustable settings, multiplayer over the internet using steam, low end graphics requirement so runs
smooth as anything

Negatives: Crashes when trying to connect to the second game in an online multiplayer environment, doesnt remember volume
levels (on the icon anyway while playing) resets back to full on reloading the game, intermittent control loss (its 2 controls: left
and right) simply lags out and the controls do not steer (affects keyboard and controller), doesnt remember your controller
selection from single player to multiplayer (resets to keyboard).

So most of my negatives are actually bugs. If the developer reads this and fixes ANYTHING from the above list, I will
recommend this game. Otherwise, don't waste your money.

To the developer: Please fix one or two of the bugs listed above, I will adjust my review accordingly when you do.
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